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Abstract. Functional annotation of protein is a very challenging task
primarily because manual annotation requires a great amount of human
efforts and still it’s nearly impossible to keep pace with the exponentially
growing number of protein sequences coming into the public databases,
thanks to the high throughput sequencing technology. For example, the
UniProt Knowledge-base (UniProtKB) is currently the largest and most
comprehensive resource for protein sequence and annotation data. Ac-
cording to the November, 2019 release of UniProtKB, some 561,000 se-
quences are manually reviewed but over 150 million sequences lack re-
viewed functional annotations. Moreover, it is an expensive deal in terms
of the cost it incurs and the time it takes. On the contrary, exploiting
this huge quantity of data is important to understand life at the molec-
ular level, and is central to understanding human disease processes and
drug discovery. To be useful, protein sequences need to be annotated
with functional properties such as Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers
and Gene Ontology(GO) terms. The ability to automatically annotate
protein sequences in UniProtKB/TrEMBL, the non-reviewed UniProt
sequence repository, would represent a major step towards bridging the
gap between annotated and un-annotated protein sequences. In this pa-
per, we extend a neighborhood based network inference technique for
automatic GO annotation using protein similarity graph built on pro-
tein domain and family information. The underlying philosophy of our
approach assumes that proteins can be linked through the domains, fam-
ilies, and superfamilies that they share. We propose an efficient pruning
and post-processing technique by integrating semantic similarity of GO
terms. We show by empirical results that the proposed hierarchical post-
processing potentially improves the performance of other GO annotation
tools as well.

Keywords: Graph Mining · Bioinformatics · Knowledge Discovery ·
Protein Function Annotation · Network Inference · GrAPFI

1 Introduction

Thanks to advanced high throughput sequencing technologies, an ever growing
number of protein sequences are accumulating into public databases [6].These
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sequences should be annotated with functional properties to produce valuable
information out of this huge quantity of data. Due to high costs and the time-
consuming nature of manual function identification procedures, automated pre-
diction of the functions of uncharacterized proteins is an important topic in
the field of bioinformatics. This presents many challenges for biologists as well
as computer scientists. A comprehensive knowledge about functional character-
istics of proteins is central to understanding life at the molecular level, and is
key to understanding human disease processes and drug discovery efforts [4]. The
UniProt knowledgebase (UniProtKB), the most comprehensive publicly available
protein database, consists of two parts: i) the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database
contains the manually reviewed protein sequences [6, 12] and ii) the UniPro-
tKB/TrEMBL database is used for storing un-reviewed protein sequences [12].
According to the November, 2019 release of UniProtKB, some 561,000 sequences
have received manually reviewed functional annotations, whereas over 150 mil-
lion protein sequences lack reviewed functional annotations. In UniProtKB, pro-
teins information includes primary sequence as well as some other attributes
such as the structural domains and family information. These attributes can be
explored to compute pairwise similarity among proteins. However, in TrEMBL,
proteins lack other important information such as their function and cellular
localization in contrast to Swiss-Prot proteins that are often annotated with
functional attributes. This huge quantity of TrEMBL proteins calls for efficient
and rapid procedures to annotate them automatically.

Gene Ontology(GO)[3] terms are such functional attributes that indicate
the functions that the proteins and genes are performing in our body. In gene
ontology, GO terms are arranged hierarchically in three different directed acyclic
graphs (DAG) namely 1) Biological Process (BP), 2) Molecular Function(MF),
and 3) Cellular Component (CC). Every node in a DAG represents a GO term;
and two connected GO terms are linked by different types of edges indicating
different relationships. The most commonly used relationships are ”is a”, ”part
of”, and ”regulates”.

At present, two complementary systems are in action for automatic anno-
tation of UniProtKB/TrEMBL sequences: 1) UniRule [15] is a rule-based sys-
tem that uses manually engineered rules to assign appropriate annotation. Al-
though rules in UniRule are generally very reliable, designing rules is a labo-
rious and time consuming process as well as it performs with low coverage. 2)
SAAS(Statistical Automatic Annotation System) [23] reduces the manual labour
in UniRule system by automatically generating rules using the annotations of
the Swiss-Prot sequences and C4.5 decision tree algorithm [36]. Many other
approaches exist for predicting protein functions leveraging various attributes.
For example, structural similarity of proteins is used in [14, 33, 39, 46] for the
purpose of function prediction. In [2, 26, 35, 38, 44, 47], authors exploit sequence
similarities i.e. homology relationships to annotate un-reviewed sequences. Vari-
ous machine learning based techniques are extensively studied in [7–9, 13, 19, 18,
27, 41, 28, 29, 33, 34, 43, 45, 52].
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Recently, the notion of network science has attracted great attention across
many scientific communities [5]. Network science has become a multidisciplinary
area of research due to its ability to describe complex intertwined systems. It
has found applications in many real-world scenarios from banking and the inter-
net routing to modeling the human brain and understanding complex biological
process. Several approaches for annotating protein function have used network
science, particularly neighborhood based techniques for protein-to-protein prop-
agation of functional information using protein-protein interaction (PPI) net-
works and Gene Ontology terms [42, 50, 17, 10, 32, 40]. The general belief is that
interacting proteins share similar functional behaviours. A particular feature of
biological networks is that they often require expert biological knowledge to fully
understand and exploit the network.

We provide a brief overview of few state-of-the-art GO prediction tools that
propose ensemble approaches and exploits different attributes such as sequence
encoding, functional domain similarity and structural similarity, protein inter-
action network etc.

Blast2GO or B2G [11] is a sequence similarity-based functional annota-
tion suite. By using BLAST [31] , B2G retrieves all GO annotations for the hit
sequences, together with their evidence codes which is interpreted as an index of
the trustworthiness of the GO annotation. To find specific annotations with cer-
tain level of reliability, an annotation score (AS) is computed for each candidate
GO, which is composed of two additive terms. The first direct term (DT), rep-
resents the highest hit similarity of this GO weighted by a factor corresponding
to its evidence code. The second term (AT) of the AS provides the possibility of
abstraction. This term multiplies the number of total GOs unified at the node
by a user defined GO weight factor that controls the possibility and strength of
abstraction. Finally, lowest terms per branch that lies over a user defined thresh-
old are selected. Once GO annotation is available through B2G, the application
offers the possibility of direct statistical analysis on gene function information.

GoFDR [16] is a sequence alignment-based algorithm that runs BLAST[31]
or PSI-BLAST[1], for a query protein, to obtain multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) over the query sequence. It then identifies all GO terms associated with
the sequences in MSA, and determines the functionally discriminating residues
(FDRs) for each GO term. These FDRs are used to generate a position-specific
scoring matrix (PSSM) which is then used to compute the score between the
query protein and a GO term, followed by a raw score adjustment step to convert
the raw score into a probability.

DeepGO [25] uses deep learning to learn features from protein sequences as
well as from a cross-species protein–protein interaction (PPI) network. It utilizes
the dependencies between GO classes as background information to construct a
deep learning model. Input to the model is amino acid (AA) sequence of pro-
teins in the form of trigrams, which is represented as one-hot encoding vectors
followed by a dense embedding layer. An 1D convolution is applied over protein
sequence data and redundant information from the resulting feature map is dis-
carded through temporal max-pooling. In addition, DeepGO uses PPI networks
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of multiple species, to generate knowledge graph embedding, which are with out-
put of the max-pooling layer to form a combined feature vector. Finally, fully
connected layers for each class in GO are used to create a hierarchical classifi-
cation neural network model that encodes for transitivity of subclass relations.
The main advantage of this approach is that it does not rely on manually crafted
features, rather it is an entirely data-driven approach.

PANNZER [30, 22] uses weighted k-nearest neighbours approach with sta-
tistical testing to predict protein functional annotation. It starts with a sequence
search against sequence database, to obtain a Sequence Similarity Result List
(SSRL). To avoid biases towards large sequence families due to locally similar but
globally dissimilar sequences, there is a limitation on number of sequences taken
for analysis. Focus is only on the sequences that obtained strongest results from
sequence scoring and hence apply pre-set filtering thresholds on alignment cov-
erage, identity percentage, sequence length and informative descriptions. Non-
linear weighting of taxonomic distances is another source of information used in
PANNZER, corrected with a non-linear similarity function between the descrip-
tions of compared query and target sequence. The second step of the PANNZER
pipeline is to re-score the sequence hits using a sparse regression model that
combines various signals from sequence alignment and non-linear taxonomic dis-
tance score and the weighted sum of score functions obtained is optimized against
weighted similarity. In the final regression model all terms that had negative cor-
relation with predicted variable from the model are excluded and final score is
obtained.

A structure-based protein function annotation is proposed in COFACTOR
[39, 48]. COFACTOR proposes a hybrid model combining information from struc-
ture and sequence homology, as well as protein–protein interaction (PPI) net-
work for optimal protein function predictions focusing on three most widely-used
and computationally amenable categories of function: Gene Ontology(GO) term,
Enzyme Commission(EC) number and ligand-binding sites.

In this paper, we apply GrAPFI [40], a Graph-based Automatic Protein
Function Inference approach for Gene Ontology(GO) annotation. We propose
a pruning and hierarchical post-processing to eliminate the outlier annotations
based on functional similarity discussed in GOGO[51]. More specifically, our
contributions are the followings:

– We extend GrAPFI to perform Gene Ontology Prediction. GrAPFI is a
neighborhood-based label propagation approach that works on a network of
proteins connected using domains and family information. Originally pro-
posed for Enzymatic protein function prediction using Enzyme Commis-
sion(EC) Number.

– We integrate semantic similarity to take into account the hierarchical nature
of the Gene Ontology data and to prune outlier annotations based on their
distance in semantic space. To find functional similarity, we used GOGO[51]
which is claimed to be a fast and efficient way of computing GO term simi-
larity.
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– We experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed approach by
annotating protein sequences with Gene Ontology (GO) terms and report a
comparative understanding of the efficacy of the proposed pruning technique
for GO term prediction.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief
overview of GrAPFI and describes the proposed pruning and hierarchical post-
processing technique. In Section 3, we describe our experimental evaluation and
we discuss our findings.

2 Method

A graph is a collection of objects denoted as G = (V,E), where V is a set of
vertices/nodes and E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges.

2.1 Function Annotation Using GrAPFI

GrAPFI [40] is a neighborhood-based label propagation approach that works on
a network of proteins connected using domains and family information. GrAPFI
follows the following steps to perform function annotation:

1. First, we construct a graph using the protein information. Each node u of
the graph represents a protein. An edge (u, v) between two nodes/proteins
u and v means that the linked proteins share some attributes like, domains
and functional sites. A node u may have a set of labels L(u) (one or more
annotations to propagate), has a set of neighbors N(u), and for every neigh-
bor v ∈ N(u), it has an associated weight Wu,v. Jaccard similarity is used to

compute the link weight and computed as WP1,P2 = |D1∩D2|
|D1∪D2| for two protein

P1 and P2 having sets of domains D1 and D2, respectively.
2. Then,a label propagation approach is applied to the protein graph in order

to infer functional properties of the unlabeled nodes. Given a query pro-
tein, based on the domains and family information of it contains, all the
neighboring proteins and their annotations are retrieved from the weighted
graph. After having the neighbors, each of the labels of the neighbors are
weighted with edge-weights that these neighbors exhibit with this query pro-
tein. When retrieving neighbors, it is possible to select only those neighbors
which meet a certain similarity threshold. That means that the links can
be filtered based on a predefined cut-off weight. For each candidate annota-
tion, GrAPFI provides a confidence score, namely model score (MS) that is
computed as:

MS(u, i) =

∑
v∈N(u)Wu,vδ(v

i, i)∑
v∈N(u)Wu,v

(1)

where MS(u, i) is the weighted score of the candidate function i for the
query protein u. And δ(vi, i) is 1 if the function vi of the protein v is the
same as function i, otherwise, 0.
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2.2 Pruning Prediction Set Using Functional Similarity Score

We observed that the state-of-the-art tools in the field of GO annotation [20,
37] yield a large number of predictions. Due to the large number of predicted
annotations for each protein, precision of the model declines and leads to an
increase in recall. But results from these approaches raise a big concern on false
positives in the predictions. Therefore we need a method that increases the
precision of the model, and hence decreases false positives in the predicted set.

To reduce the number of false positive annotations, we adopted an naive
pruning technique by identifying and eliminating the outlier annotations using
semantic similarity. Measuring semantic similarity between GO terms has always
been an essential step in functional bioinformatics research. In a set of predicted
GO annotations for a protein, pairwise semantic similarity between GO terms
can show how closely these terms are related to each other and not just to
the protein. We used an open-source tool called GOGO [51] for calculating the
functional similarity score between GO terms and thus used it to compute the
membership score of each predicted GO terms.

GOGO is relatively fast method which does not need to calculate the infor-
mation content (IC) from a large gene annotation corpus and it considers the
number of children nodes in the GO DAGs when calculating the semantic con-
tribution of an ancestor node toward its descendent nodes. GOGO is based on
GO DAG topology instead of IC which means that it is comparatively stable.

Given, DAGg = (g, Tg, Eg) be the Directed Acyclic GO Graph of a term g
and it’s ancestors Tg, the weight of semantic contribution is calculated as,

we(t) = 1/(c+ nc(t)) + d (2)

Where, c and d are constants, nc(t) is the total number of children of the term
t ∈ Tg. And Eg is the set of edges of the links among the terms in Tg. The
semantic contribution of each term in DAGg = (g, Tg, Eg) is defined as,

Sg(t) =

{
1 if t = g

max{wc(t) ∗ Sg(t′)|t′ ∈ children(t)} if t 6= g
(3)

Therefore, the aggregated semantic value for the term g is computed as,

SV (g) =
∑
t∈Tg

Sg(t) (4)

In the case of two terms where DAGg1 = (g1, Tg1, Eg1) of term g1 and
DAGg2 = (g2, Tg2, Eg2) of term g2, the semantic similarity between them is as
follows:

SS(g1, g2) =

∑
t∈Tg1∩Tg2

(Sg1(t) + Sg2(t))

SV (g1) + SV (g2)
(5)
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Finally, the functional similarity between a set of GO terms, A= {g1, g1,
g1,...,gm} and a query GO term g /∈ A and is as follows:

SS(g,A) = max1≤i≤m(SS(g, gi ∈ A)) (6)

Once the semantic similarity between each pair of GO terms in the predicted
set is calculated, we measure the membership of each annotation in the set.
SS(g,A) can be used to find the membership score of a particular GO term
in a set of predicted GO annotations. Equation 6 is reused to compute the
membership score as follows:

SS(gi, A) = max1≤j≤m(SS(gi ∈ A, gj ∈ A \ {gi})) (7)

Where, SS(gi, A) denotes the membership score of term gi in a set of terms A.
Instead of maximum, membership score can also be calculated as the aver-

age and Root Mean Square(RMS) score of each annotation in the set. For this
study, we used RMS score as it gave the best results. We name this measure of
membership as semantic similarity (SS) score.

2.3 Aggregation of Scores

In all state-of-the-art GO annotation models, used for experiments in this study,
there is a prediction score associated to each predicted annotation for every
protein. We refer to this as model score(MS).

For a protein, u with a set of predicted annotations A, each annotation
g ∈ A has two scores associated to it: 1) first, the Model Score(MS) , defined as
MS(u, g), which shows the credibility with which the annotation was predicted
by a particular annotation tool and 2) second, the Semantic Similarity(SS) score,
defined as SSu(g,A), which shows the semantic similarity of each member an-
notation g to the predicted set A. Now, we need to combine these scores to find
a combined prediction (CP) score, defined as CPu(g,A), for each annotation
g ∈ A of protein u. Joining the scores into a single score provides an overall as-
sessment. A score should be able to distinguish between annotations that score
average in both MS score and SS score, from those that score high in one scoring
scheme and low in the other scheme. Therefore, instead of averaging the scores,
we follow the following scheme:

CPu(g,A) =

√
( MS(u,g)
max MS )2 + (SSu(g,A)

max SS )2

2
(8)

Here, max MS and max SS denotes the maximal model score and semantic
similarity score, respectively. Range for both the scores is from 0 to 1 and hence
are bounded. Since this is a technique to prune an already predicted set, we take
square root in the equation to increase the overall value of combined scores so
as to increase threshold cutoff. Once we have the combined score, we can take a
certain score as cutoff to filter the predicted set. Annotations with scores above
the cutoff forms a new predicted set.
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The final step of the process is hierarchical post-processing of predictions in
the new predicted set. In the Gene Ontology DAGs, the GO terms holds different
parent-child relations putting biologically closer GO terms hierarchically nearer
in the graph. We implemented a methodology to include more reliable predictions
by including the ancestors of target GO term in the new set of prediction. The
ancestors of a GO term in the DAG that the term belongs to, have a very high
semantic similarity with the term. Therefore, we first topologically sorted the
DAG for each GO category and determined all possible paths from each GO
term to the root of the corresponding category. Finally, we follow these paths
from terms to the root, one by one and add corresponding ancestors to the set
of predictions to obtain final prediction set.

3 Experiments and Result Analysis

3.1 Datasets

To experimentally validate the performance of the proposed technique, we have
used a benchmark test set published in MetaGo[49]. For GrAPFI, we build the
network using the training data from CAFA33. CAFA3 is a well known com-
petition that seek to annotate a list of protein sequences waiting for proper
annotation. Along with target sequences, CAFA3 also published sequences that
can be used as training data to develop model. In this study, to build the net-
work, we have used CAFA3 training sequences and we have collected domain and
family information for those proteins from UniprotKB. After that, we have built
the graph of CAFA3 training proteins. This graph contains more than 65,000
nodes as proteins and an average 16 ground truth GO terms per protein. To
prepare the test set, we have used MetaGO benchmark sequences and run In-
terProScan [21] to identify the domains and family information from sequence.
Using the domains and family information of test proteins, we run GrAPFI and
other annotation tools over all of the test proteins and annotated them with
appropriate GO terms post-processed using proposed approach.

3.2 Result Analysis

In the Table 1, we show the annotation performance using standard evaluation
measure namely precision, recall and F1 score. Among the top performing meth-
ods, only a few had their source code available to run experiments. Therefore, we
focus on three easily available tools namely GrAPFI, PANNZER and DeepGO-
Plus[24], an improved version of DeepGO. DeepGoPlus learns models with less
parameters than DeepGO. These tools are recently published and claimed to be
high performing. We show that the semantic similarity improves the precision
by many folds. However, the approach suffer from low recall as the number of
predictions is much lower than the original predictions. This reduced number
of predictions per protein essentially reduce the recall score and this ending up
having lower f1-max score.

3 https://www.biofunctionprediction.org/cafa/
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Table 1. The experimental results for cases when 1) No-post-processing: without post-
processing and pruning 2) SS-max: post-processed using highest semantic similarity
score as cut-off, 3) SS-5: post-processed using 5th highest semantic similarity(SS) score
as cut-off and 4) SS-5-MS-max/2: post-processed using 5th highest semantic similarity
and (maximum model score)/2 as cut-off

Method Post-processing cut-off Precision Recall F1-max

GrAPFI

No-post-processing 0.165 0.108 0.107
SS-max 0.573 0.115 0.175

SS-5 0.445 0.380 0.376
SS-5-MS-max/2 0.440 0.391 0.379

Pannzer

No-post-processing 0.547 0.942 0.668
SS-max 0.637 0.225 0.301

SS-5 0.634 0.515 0.536
SS-5-MS-max/2 0.603 0.689 0.609

DeepGOPlus

No-post-processing 0.053 0.653 0.095
SS-max 0.249 0.120 0.138

SS-5 0.186 0.182 0.160
SS-5-MS-max/2 0.167 0.233 0.1725

We run the above mentioned annotation tools on MetaGo benchmark data
and obtain results of annotation prediction. These predicted sets are further
pruned using semantic similarity and hierarchical post-processing and results
are mentioned below (Table-1). Semantic similarity score and hierarchical post-
processing score is obtained for each prediction for each protein. Different cut-
offs of these two scores along with the score obtained from the model is used
for analysis. For each annotation tool, Table:1 shows the annotation outcome in
four cases: 1) without any kind of pruning and post processing, 2) when highest
semantic similarity score is the cutoff, 3) when 5th highest semantic similarity
score is the cutoff and 4) when 5th highest semantic similarity score and half
of the maximum model score are the cutoff. From the table-1, it is evident that
the proposed post-processing and pruning techniques that uses the semantic
similarity of predicted GO terms improves the overal performance in most cases.
In particular, it improves the precision by many folds. For example, the precision
of GrAPFI is improved from 16.5% to 57.3% using maximum semantic similarity
score as cut-off during post-processing. Similarly, the proposed combined scoring
improves the precision of Pannzer and DeepGOPlus by many folds.

4 Conclusion

Automatic protein function annotation is an important topic in the field of bioin-
formatics because of the lack of annotation of proteins due to high costs and
time-consuming nature of manual functional identification procedures. There
are a number of tools exist to perform automatic protein function annotation
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using GO terms, EC numbers, ligand binding sites etc. These tools use var-
ious attributes and different methods to accomplish the task. Although they
show higher performance based on F1 score, the high F1 score is coming from
a higher recall as they predict a large number of candidate annotations. This,
in turn, increases the number of false positive annotations. In this paper, 1)
we present a graph based protein function inference method extended for GO
term prediction, and 2) we propose an efficient pruning and hierarchical post-
processing technique by integrating semantic similarity of candidate annotations.
We experimentally validate that the proposed method can significantly improve
the annotation outcome. In fact, in most cases, recall is significantly low as the
number of annotations is fewer compared to the number of annotations from
predicted by other tools. Nevertheless, the precision is improved by many folds
as we select the highly coherent semantically close annotations.
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